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Introduction to APTA Sthree Dhanam:

Sthree Dhanam is an age-old tradition of our community and is
a way of parental support extended to the new bride during the
marriage  time.  This  is  a  forgotten  tradition  amongst  the
economically weaker sections of our community. 

During  the  year  2019,  APTA  has  come  up  with  the  Sthree
Dhanam  service  offering,  as  it  involves  both  service  and
tradition. APTA has adopted this Sthree Dhanam as its service
initiative with a goal of covering the entire universe of eligible
brides of our community.

The first APTA Sthree Dhanam Committee was formed by the
APTA Executive and the Board on its adaptation after various
deliberations in June/July of 2019.

The committee has started off with this service initiative with
an ultimate goal of high visibility to “APTA” for offering itself as
a platform for this noble cause and to “Sthree Dhanam” as a
tradition and service to community brides with a potential to
take  APTA  to  the  leadership  position  among  the  Indian
charitable organizations in USA.

With the guidelines of service commitment, transparency and
Inclusiveness coming from the   APTA Board and the Executive,
the  APTA  Sthree  Dhanam  committee  quickly  became
operational  coming  up  with  the  Tagline,  guidelines  and  the
process to follow with everything being first time as there were
no  show  case  examples  to  follow  in  any  other  charitable
organization.

Multiple  deliberations,  Q&A  sessions,  FAQs  on  APTA  Sthree
Dhanam were held within the Sthree Dhanam committee and
within the various groups of APTA and the general body of APTA
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before  the  committee  came  up  with  acceptable  norms  and
process. 

A careful and conscious approach was adopted by the Sthree
Dhanam committee in letter and spirit to avoid any individually
driven visibility and interest while working on Sthree Dhanam.
The policies were also designed to be transparent and to make
the  service  initiative  to  self-sustain  than  being  a  burden  to
APTA finances. 

While  the  enrolment  process  was  initiated  in
September/October, the first Fundraiser and the first Vitharana
Veduka was held in December of 2019.

These procedural guidelines note is written as documented note
of the process re-engineered after the team’s experience and
feedback from various people from its initial year of operations
in 2019. 

This is small step towards standardization and bench marking
of systems and procedures that could be of some to help to the
APTA member community and other Aptulu to understand and
appreciate the outlook and approach for this service offering.
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Key Success factors for APTA Sthree 
Dhanam:

1. Inherent Strength & Adaptability

2. Transparency

3. Inclusiveness

Inherent Strength & Adaptability: 

Sustainability of any service initiative primarily depends on its
inherent strength and the respect it commands by virtue of its
nature.  In  addition  to  this  the  adaptability  of  the  service
initiative by the charitable organization takes it to the next level
in terms of spread and reach. This can happen by the sheer
virtue of the organizational band width. A top down approach of
the  organization  is  the  best  possible  way  to  take  it  to  the
various corners of the community. 

Incidentally it is the organizational top down approach that is
adopted  for  this  Sthree  Dhanam initiative  in  APTA  that  has
resulted  in  its  quick  adaptation  &  acceptance  among  the
member  community  and  among  the  Aptulu  of  the  Telugu
speaking states of AP and Telangana.

The strength and respect of Sthree Dhanam as a tradition and
as an adopted service was widely evident with the respect that
it had demonstrated in its very first fundraiser and in its very
first Vitharana veduka in 2019.  

Transparency: 

Transparency  always  takes  the  service  initiative  and  the
organization that it has adopted, to the next level of strength
and credibility. The transparency in the ethical practices in the
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financial,  operational  and  delivery  would  make  the  service
initiative more strong, acceptable and self-sustainable.

Creation of the donor webpage giving the details of the current
year and year to date info by every donor of over $100.00 lead
to not only to a huge transparency but would inspire others to
donate as well. It is also a way of recognizing the donors who
would be supporting the cause for years. The donations are not
restricted in USD and it could also be in any other currency like
the INR. 

A separate checking account, an email  for any Zelle transfer
and  also  an  exclusive  PayPal  account  was  created  by  the
Treasury as a part  of  encouraging the financial  transparency
and this has proved to be one of the key factors for the fund
raiser success in 2019.

Inclusiveness: 

Inclusiveness plays a major role of the service initiative success
at  the Macro level.  This inclusiveness takes it  to the deeper
levels  impacting  an  unbelievable  spread  and  reach  of  the
service initiative. 

Inclusiveness would be higher with the greater involvement of
the member community in USA and with the inclusion of local
Aptulu in  the Telugu speaking states of Andhra Pradesh and
Telangana.

The  possibility  of  inclusiveness  would  increase  with  the
increased  number  of  discussions,  and  with  the  regular  Q&A
sessions at the regional,  state, small  and big gatherings and
conventions of the member community. These discussions and
Q&A  sessions  would  clear  any  and  all  ambiguities  of  the
concerned  member  and  a  happy  clarified  member  would  be
very happy to take the ownership and advocate the cause. 
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Inclusiveness of local Aptulu in the Telugu speaking states of AP
and Telangana is very crucial for the successful execution and
delivery of the service in these states. We could take their help
and  involve  them  in  the  program  enrolment,  beneficiary
validations,  Vitharana  Veduka  events  and  in  fund  raisers  in
India. 

The help and support of our APTA member who have gone back
to  these  states  would  be  immense  in  taking  the  service
initiative to the next level.

An effort was made to involve the local Aptulu with the first
Vitharana  Veduka  held  in  the  year  2019.  This  has  not  only
resulted in no cost liability to APTA for the event but also has
inspired the other local Aptulu to come forward and commit to
help  us  for  the  future  upcoming  events  as  well.  We  would
continue in this direction for the improved spread and reach of
the service initiative.  
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APTA Sthree Dhanam Items, Budget and 
Vitharana Veduka:

The Sthree Dhanam budgeted amount for one marriage is set
at USD 400 out of which 10% would go towards the backend
operational  expenses  of  APTA  and  from  the  remaining  an
amount  of  about  INR  25,000  to  be  spent  towards  Sthree
Dhanam items which are utility based in nature as that could be
of comfort to the newly married bride.

Currently the Sthree Dhanam items include Refrigerator (185
liters/  Energy  star),  Two  Burner  Steel  Gas  stove,  Pressure
cooker (5 Liters), Steel utensils covering dinner plates, glasses
and storage items, etc. 

The  reason  for  not  including  any  wooden  furniture  items  or
metallic almirah or cupboards was the issue of transportation
and logistics issues.

These  items  can  change  from  time  to  time  but  would  not
include any self- employment or revenue generating items as
they could be different to each beneficiary and that  it  could
change and dilute the basic purpose of Sthree Dhanam which is
a traditionally driven service. However, the budget would be at
INR 25,000 per bride.

Disbursement  of  Sthree  Dhanam  to  the  validated/approved
beneficiary is done in a Vitharana veduka that will be done once
in 6 months covering the beneficiaries of the last 6 months. 

The place and venue will be decided and published at least a
month  in  advance  and  the  same  will  be  informed  to  the
selected beneficiaries so that they can take the delivery of the
items in person.

The following factors are to be considered while choosing the
place & venue for the Vitharana Veduka:
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1. A place that  is convenient to the maximum number of

beneficiaries

2. A place where we can have inclusiveness of local Aptulu

3. A place that can give the visibility to APTA and also to the
Service offering

4. A  venue  where  we  can  get  basic  facilities  from  local
Aptulu as a courtesy

5. Any small expenses can be taken care of by the attending
APTA member

The presence of an APTA executive/Board member along with
at least one Sthree Dhanam Committee member would be an
added  comfort  &  Bharosa  to  the  local  community  and  the
beneficiaries. 

With  the  approach of  inclusiveness  and  involvement  of  local
Aptulu, it would always result in the increased spread and reach
for APTA and for its service initiative but would also be helpful
in  meeting  the  local  challenges  we  come  across  while
conducting the event.

The  above  outlook  was  proven  successful  when  followed  in
2019 and the same could be adopted going forward with any
changes as needed and appropriate.
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Key factors in execution of APTA Sthree 
Dhanam:

1. Enrollment
 

2. Validation of Beneficiaries

3. Purchase logistics

1.Enrollment of Beneficiaries:

Any potential  beneficiary from the Telugu speaking states of
Andhra Pradesh and Telangana can enroll for the program with
a reference from any APTA life member, if she is over 18 years
and if her own & her parental income combined is less than INR
5.00 lakhs. The enrollment is through an application process.

Since the goal is  to cover the entire universe of the eligible
brides  of  our  community,  it  can  happen  only  with  the  full
involvement of the APTA member community.  It is essential
that every member takes some time over the weekend or at
their convenience to connect to his/her native place to enroll
the potential beneficiaries to the program. 

It is also essential that the member community involves this
Sthree Dhanam service as a part of their topics for discussion in
their small community get togethers in the USA and also while
they are visiting their native places in India.

Given that there is no cap on the number of beneficiaries that
one can refer  and also  that  no compulsion on donation,  the
member initiative could help a great deal in the enrolment of
the beneficiaries from their native place. This way they would
be helping the under privileged brides of our community from
their respective villages.
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The  APTA  life  member  plays  a  very  key  role  in  referring  a
beneficiary, as he/she would be the primary person of contact
to  both  the  beneficiary  and  to  the  APTA  Sthree  Dhanam
committee for any clarifications they may have.

If any referring APTA life member feels that the physical living
conditions of the potential beneficiary are superior then he or
she should not be referring them at all, even in the event of
their  having the required paper work that would make them
eligible as it would be impacting the less fortunate brides of our
community.

The major responsibility falls on the referring APTA life member
as this Sthree Dhana Vitharana is not in any way equivalent to
any  freebie  distribution  or  to  any  event  related  sweets
distribution.

Every APTA life member while referring a beneficiary, shoulders
the responsibility of APTA Sthree Dhanam goal of covering the
eligible brides of our community and also carries the huge trust
reposed on them by the donor community. 

After the actual wedding, the beneficiary is required to submit
the  following  documents  through  their  referring  APTA  life
member for the review and consideration by the APTA Sthree
Dhanam Committee.

1. Duly filled in application form
2. Age  proof  document-Either  Aadhar  or  10th  class

certificate
3. Wedding card with wedding photo
4. Income proof- White card or salary certificate.
5. Self-declaration of their living conditions

It would be the responsibility of the referring APTA life member
(Referee)  to  submit  the  above  documents  to  the  Sthree
Dhanam committee with their recommendation. 
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A copy of the enrolment application is provided in page 16 of 
this note for your ready reference. 
 
2.Validation of the Beneficiary:

There will be a 2-stage validation process.

In stage 1 validation, the documentation will be verified for its
appropriateness.

In stage 2 validation, the living conditions of the beneficiaries
will be verified.

Stage 1 & 2 of validation is discussed at length under separate
chapter  of  this  note  to  ensure  clarity  and  to  avoid  any
ambiguity at every stage of validation.

3.Purchase and Delivery Logistics:

It is very highly challenging to buy these Sthree Dhanam items
from vendors in India as all  of these items are not available
with one vendor and also that no vendor is willing to deliver the
items on credit.

It is also challenging since no Indian vendor wanted to accept
check in US Dollars. However, we could resolve this issue in
2019, by requesting a local friend of APTA to buy all the items
in the name of APTA and then reimbursing him the same with a
check in the USD.

All  the  vitharana  items will  be  delivered to  the  beneficiaries
during the vitharana veduka and the beneficiaries are required
to take the items with them to their place of living. Since all the
vitharana items were permitted to be carried in person and can
be transported in a bus, they could take it with them the same
day.
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Beneficiary Validation:

The most challenging factor for execution and delivery of APTA
Sthree Dhanam service initiative is the process of Validation. 

So,  it  is  deliberated  here  in  detail  as  a  separate  chapter
covering  the  assumptions,  role  play,  outlook,  approach  and
judgmental assessment involved in stage 1 and stage 2 of the
validation.

Assumptions to be kept in mind:

Every validating member has to be clear about the following
assumptions  while  validating a potential  beneficiary either at
any stage of validation. 

1.Majority of the beneficiaries would be from the rural segment
of the Telugu speaking states, hence the communication either
in English or in Telugu may not be to  the expected level  of
sophistication.

2.  It  is  to  be  understood  and  appreciated  that  most  of  the
beneficiary’s parents are illiterate.

3. Any conversation with the beneficiary or parents should be
more of understanding and appreciative by nature.

4.The  approach  of  the  validating  member  towards  the
beneficiary should always be comforting, cordial and courteous.

5. Any validating member should clearly understand that it is
not practical for us to expect an understanding of APTA and its
Sthree  Dhanam  program  either  by  the  beneficiary  or  her
parents.  It  is  possible  for  the  beneficiary  to  have  forgotten
about APTA or Sthree Dhanam even after the referring member
has explained about APTA and Sthree Dhanam service offering.
So the beneficiary’s knowledge of APTA or Sthree Dhanam is
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not  a  prerequisite  or  mandatory  to  be  eligible  for  Sthree
Dhanam.

6.  The  validating  member  can always  exchange  pleasantries
and talk about beneficiary’s husband to gain a traction in the
conversation. But at no point it is warranted to document or
even to ask the salary of the husband or her in-laws.
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Stage 1 Validation:

Stage 1 validation starts when an enrolled potential beneficiary
has  applied  for  Sthree  Dhanam after  marriage  and within  6
months  from  the  time  of  marriage  through  an  APTA  life
member reference.

Stage 1 validation involves collection of the following 
documentation from the referee on the potential beneficiary.

1. Duly filled in application form
2. Age proof document-Either Aadhar or 10th class 

certificate
3. Wedding card with wedding photo
4. Income proof- White card or salary certificate.

The above 4 documents are to be submitted by the referee to
the Sthree Dhanam committee by email at Sthreedhanam@Ap-
ta.org. 

For each beneficiary all the documents should be submitted in 1
email only. Any incomplete documentation will be rejected right
at Stage 1 validation by the Sthree Dhanam Committee.

Each APTA life member can refer/enroll any number of potential
beneficiaries as our goal is to cover the entire universe of 
eligible beneficiaries.

At this point of time, It is not compulsory to donate for any
APTA life member referring the beneficiaries to the program, as
the  current  committee  strongly  feels  the  necessity  of  every
APTA life  member taking the ownership of this  program and
shouldering the responsibility of covering the entire universe of
eligible brides of our community.

However, the future committees may review this policy on 
insisting on the donations coming from the referees as and 
when the traction keeps increasing.
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1.Duly Filled in application Form:

The application form can be filled in either by the applicant or
her parent or by the referring APTA life member in the event of
beneficiary and parents being totally illiterate.

2.Age proof document:

The referee can collect either Aadhar card or the 10th standard
certificate as age proof. It is not essential to have both when
one is available. A logical presence of mind to be put to use by
the  validating  member  while  reviewing  this  piece  of
information.

3.Wedding Card and Photo:

The purpose of this document and photo is to make sure that
the wedding of the beneficiary has taken place in the last 6
months  and  also  to  have  a  copy  of  the  happily  married
beneficiary with her husband for us to showcase.

4.Income Proof:

We are required to have proof of income in the event of the
beneficiary working along with the income certificate or white
card of her parents.

In the event of an educated working beneficiary or her parents
not able to submit an income certificate they can produce either
a monthly salary slip or a letter from their employer indicating
their annual salary.

In  no  event  the  validating  member  is  required  to  verify  or
document the salary of either the beneficiary’s husband or her
in-laws. Even in the event of the beneficiary sharing the salary
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of  her  husband,  that  need  not  be  recorded  or  taken  into
consideration for the purpose of income calculation.

The  validating  member  should  never  forget  that  Sthree
Dhanam is purely between the bride and her parents. So, any
income outside these 3 is irrelevant.

Stage 1 validation can be documented in a simple format whose
columns can be seen one single page.

The stage 1 validation form format is as given at the end of this
chapter for a ready reference.

Stage 2 validation: 
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No applicant will reflect in Stage 2 if she has not cleared the
stage 1. Only the accepted beneficiaries from stage 1 will be
reflected in Stage 2.

The purpose of stage 2 validation is to mainly  ascertain  the
physical  living  conditions  and  the  practical  eligibility  of  the
beneficiaries under the program.

The accepted list from stage 1 validation should be provided to
the validating member before starting the stage 2 validation.

The  validating  member  can  gather  information  about  living
conditions in many ways. 

1.By directly contacting beneficiary/ parents,

2.By  taking  help  of  locally  based  Aptulu  living  close  to  the
beneficiary

3.From any other  known sources the  member may have an
access

Stage  2  validation  involves  direct  conversation  with  the
beneficiary and her parents by the validating team member.

Before  starting  the  conversation  with  the  beneficiary,  the
validating  member  should  take  the  name  of  the  APTA  life
member who has referred her as a courtesy.

Every validating team member interacting with the beneficiary
or her parents should compulsorily spend the initial few minutes
of their conversation explaining about APTA and APTA Sthree
Dhanam program.

It should be clearly told to the beneficiary that the paper work
submitted  by  her  through  the  referring  APTA  member  is
accepted and is in the file.
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The living conditions of the beneficiary and her parents can be
ascertained by the following questions:

Place of living of beneficiary and her parents

How do they meet their livelihood?

What are the sources of income?

The  validating  member  should  know  for  sure  that  the
beneficiaries falling in the below category are not eligible for
sthree dhanam:

1. Beneficiary or parents owning a car, however if they are
driving the car and using it for their living as a source of
income then they may be exempted.
 

2. If the beneficiary or her parents were NRI’s then they
are not eligible

3. If the beneficiary or her parents are gazetted employee
of the state or central government.

Even in the event of the validating member realizing ineligibility
of the potential beneficiary, still it is not required or warranted
to  have  a  conversation  that  could  hurt  the  esteem  of  the
potential beneficiary or family.

Stage  2  validation  needs  to  be  documented in  the  enclosed
format.

The stage 1 validation form format is as given at the end of this
chapter for a ready reference.

Submission process of validated list:
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As and when the validation stage 1 and stage 2 are completed,
the  final  validated  list  will  be  prepared  by  the  APTA Sthree
Dhanam Committee Chair. 

The final list will be circulated among the Sthree dhanam core
committee first and then it will  be submitted in the standard
format and the list will be emailed to the board and executive
simultaneously for their concurrence. 

The final validation list form format is as given at the end of
this chapter for a ready reference.

In the event of any concern the board/ executive will get back
to  the  APTA  Sthree  Dhanam  chair  within  a  week  of  its
submission.

After 1 week after submitting to board and executive the Sthree
Dhanam committee will  notify  the list  in APTA website every
month for the members to know and see. 

The Sthree dhanam committee will  also notify referring APTA
life member about the approved beneficiaries so that he can in
turn advise the beneficiaries.

Any  rejected  applicant  will  be  notified  through  the  referring
APTA life member.
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Stage 1 validation form format: 
Indicate the Month & Year:

Validation aspects considered:

1. Filled in Application & Referee verification:
2. Age proof
3. Household Income certificate/white card
4. Wedding invitation

Validation Team consists of:

1. Name of the Validation Committee Chair
2. Name of the Validation Committee Member
3. Name of the Validation Committee Member

S. 
No

Beneficiar
y Name, 
Parents 
Name & 
Phone 
Number

Beneficiary 
address

APTA 
Member 
Name, 
Phone & 
Status

Age 
Proof

Income
Proof

Wedding 
card & 
Photo

Remarks 
If any

The first 4 columns are common and essential at all stages of 
validation and should be an accessible information by any 
member of APTA even at a later date.

As one can notice the first 4 columns above would be common 
to the forms adopted in the stage 2 validation as well as in the 
final list of validation form. 
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The above is just a format and the same could be presented in 
a landscape layout as the Portrait may not fit in the columns 
and the info inside it.

This stage 1 validated list would be circulated among all the 
validating committee member of the APTA Sthree Dhanam. 
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Stage 2 Validation form format: 
Indicate the Month & Year:

Validation aspects considered:

1) Physical living conditions

Sources of verification:

1) Referring APTA member
2) Conversation date with the beneficiary by the validating 

member of the team:
3) Any other 3rd party sources like the local Aptulu from the

beneficiary location:

Validation Team consists of:

1) Name of the Validation Committee Chair
2) Name of the Validation Committee Member
3) Name of the Validation Committee Member

S. 
No

Beneficiary
Name, 
Parents 
Name & 
Phone 
Number

Beneficiary
address

APTA 
Member
Name, 
Phone &
Status

Job or 
Source of
Income 

Actual 
state of 
living 
conditions

Remarks
If any

The first 4 columns are common and essential at all stages of
validation  and  should  be  an  accessible  information  by  any
member of APTA even at a later date.
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As one can notice the first 4 columns above would be common
to the forms adopted in the stage 1 validation as well as in the
final list of validation form. 

Only the beneficiaries cleared in stage 1 validation would reflect
in this Stage 2 validation sheet.

The above is just a format and the same could be presented in
a landscape layout as the Portrait may not fit in the columns
and the info inside it.

This stage 2 validated list would be sent after its completion to
the  APTA Sthree  Dhanam committee  chair  so  that  the  chair
could tabulate the final validated list and send it with   his/her
comments  to  the  APTA  board  and  The  Executive  for  their
concurrence.
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Final Validated list of APTA Sthree 
Dhanam beneficiaries’ format: 

Indicate the Month & Year:

Validation Criteria Adopted:

1) Filled in Application & Referee verification:
2) Age proof
3) Household Income certificate/white card
4) Wedding invitation & Photo
5) Physical living conditions

Validation Team consists of:

1) Name of the Validation Committee Chair
2) Name of the Validation Committee Member
3) Name of the Validation Committee Member

S. 
No

Beneficiary 
Name, 
Parents 
Name & 
Phone 
Number

Beneficiary 
address

APTA 
Member 
Name, 
Phone & 
Status

Ben 
Age 
Yrs.

Parental & 
beneficiary
Annual 
Income

Wedding 
date

Remarks 
If any

As one can notice the first 4 columns are common to the forms 
adopted in the stage 1 and stage 2 validation. 

The above is just a format and the same could be presented in 
a landscape layout as the Portrait may not fit in the columns 
and the info inside it.
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This final validated list would be tabulated and submitted by the
APTA Sthree Dhanam Chair to the APTA Board and the 
Executive simultaneously for their concurrence
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APTA Sthree Dhanam Enrolment form 
format
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APTA Sthree Dhanam FAQs
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